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Abstract. This paper presents a real-time and multilingual news event extraction
system developed at the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission. It is
capable of accurately and efficiently extracting violent and natural disaster events
from online news. In particular, a linguistically relatively lightweight approach is
deployed, in which clustered news are heavily exploited at all stages of processing.
The paper focuses on the system’s architecture, real-time news clustering, geolocating clusters, event extraction grammar development, adapting the system to the
processing of new languages, cluster-level information fusion, visual event tracking
and accuracy evaluation.
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Introduction
Nowadays, massive amount of information is transmitted via Web, mostly in the form
of free text. Recently, we have witnessed an ever-growing trend of utilizing natural language processing (NLP) technologies, which go beyond the simple keyword look-up, for
automatic knowledge discovery from vast quantities of textual data available on the Web.
This paper reports on the multilingual event-extraction system developed at the Joint
Research Centre of the European Commission for extracting violent and natural disaster
event information from on-line news articles collected through the Internet with the Europe Media Monitor (EMM) [1], a web based news aggregation system, which regularly
checks for updates of news articles across multiple sites in different languages. Gathering information about crisis events is an important task for better understanding conflicts
and for developing global monitoring systems for automatic detection of precursors for
threats in the fields of conflict and health.
Formally, the task of event extraction is to automatically identify events in free text
and to derive detailed information about them, ideally identifying Who did what to whom,
when, with what methods (instruments), where and why. Automatically extracting events
is a higher-level information extraction (IE) task which is not trivial due to the complexity of natural language and due to the fact that in news a full event description is usu1 Corresponding
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ally scattered over several sentences and articles. In particular, event extraction relies on
identifying named entities and relations holding among them. The research on automatic
event extraction was pushed forward by the DARPA-initiated Message Understanding
Conferences2 and by the ACE (Automatic Content Extraction)3 program. Although, a
considerable amount of work on automatic extraction of events has been reported, it still
appears to be a lesser studied area in comparison to the somewhat easier tasks of namedentity and relation extraction. Precision/recall figures oscillating around 60% are considered to be a good result. Two comprehensive examples of the current functionality
and capabilities of event extraction technology dealing with identification of disease outbreaks and conflict incidents are given in [2] and [3] respectively. The most recent trends
and developments in this area are reported in [4]
Due to our requirement that the event extraction system must be multilingual and
easily extandable to new domains a linguistically relatively lightweight approach has
been chosen. In particular, we take advantage of clustered news data at several stages of
the event extraction process. As a consequence of this cluster-centric approach, only a
tiny fraction of each news article is analyzed. Further, a cascade of finite-state extraction
grammars is deployed in order to identify event-related information. These patterns are
semi-automatically acquired in a bootstrapping manner, again via utilization of clustered
news data. Exploiting clustered news intuitively guarantees better precision. Since information about events is scattered over different articles single pieces of information are
validated and aggregated at cluster-level. One of the main prerequisites for the ability to
digest massive data amounts in real time is efficient processing. Therefore, an in-house
extraction pattern matching engine has been developed in order to find a good trade-off
between terse linguistic descriptions and efficient processing. The system is fully operational since 2007 and supports event extraction for several languages. The results are
viewed in real time via a publicly accessible web page. An empirical evaluation revealed
acceptable accuracy and a strong application potential. Although our domain centers
around the security domain, the techniques deployed in our system can be applied to
other domains, e.g., tracking business-related events for risk assessment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in section 1 the architecture of
our live event extraction processing chain is described. Next, section 2 gives an overview
of the real-time news clustering. The process of geo-locating clusters is sketched in section 3. Subsequently, section 4 describes the structure of event extraction grammars, their
creation, and multilinguality aspects. Further, section 5 elaborates on information fusion.
The event visualization and accessing fully-fledged event descriptions generated by the
system is presented in section 6. Some evaluation figures are given in section 7. Finally,
we end with a summary in section 8.

1. Real-time Event Extraction Process
This section briefly describes the real-time event extraction processing chain, which is
depicted in Figure 1. First, before the proper event extraction process can proceed, news
articles are gathered by dedicated software for electronic media monitoring, namely the
EMM system [1] that receives 50000 news articles from 1500 news sources in 41 lan2 MUC
3 ACE
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guages each day. Secondly, all articles are classified according to around 700 categories
and then scanned in order to identify known entities (e.g., geographical references, names
of known people and organizations, etc.). This information is then created as metadata for
each article. Next, the articles are grouped into news clusters according to content similarity. Subsequently, each cluster is geo-located. Further, clusters describing securityrelated events are selected via the application of key-word based heuristics.
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Figure 1. Real-time event extraction processing chain.

Next, each of these clusters is processed by NEXUS (News cluster Event eXtraction
Using language Structures), the core event extraction engine. For each cluster it tries to
detect and extract only the main event by analyzing all articles in the cluster. For each
detected violent and natural disaster event NEXUS produces a frame, whose main slots
are: date and location, number of killed and injured, kidnapped people, actors, and type
of event. In an initial step, each article in the cluster is linguistically preprocessed in order
to produce a more abstract representation of its text. This encompasses the following
steps: fine-grained tokenization, sentence splitting, domain-specific dictionary look-up
(e.g., recognizing numbers, quantifiers, person titles), labeling of key terms indicating
unnamed person groups (e.g. civilians, policemen, Shiite), and morphological analysis.
The aforementioned tasks are accomplished by CORLEONE (Core Linguistic Entity
Online Extraction), our in-house core linguistic engine [5].
Once the linguistic preprocessing is complete, a cascade of extraction grammars is
applied on each article within a cluster. The patterns for the extraction grammars are
created through a blend of machine learning and knowledge-based techniques. Contrary
to other approaches, the learning phase is done via exploiting clustered news, which
intuitively guarantees better precision of the learned patterns. The extraction patterns
are matched against the first sentence and the title of each article from the cluster. By

processing only the top sentence and the title, the system is more likely to capture facts
about the most important event in the cluster.
Finally, since the information about events is scattered over different articles, the last
step consists of cross-article cluster-level information fusion in order to produce fullyfledged event descriptions, i.e., we aggregate and validate information extracted locally
from each single article in the same cluster. This process encompasses mainly three tasks,
entity role disambiguation (as a result of extraction pattern application the same entity
might be assigned different roles), victim counting and event type classification.
The core event-extraction process is synchronized with the real-time news article
clustering system in EMM in order to keep up-to-date with most recent events. A more
thorough description of the real-time news clustering, geo-locating clusters, event extraction grammars, information fusion, issues concerning multilinguality and accessing the
results produced by the live event extraction engine follows in the subsequent sections.

2. Real-time Clustering of News Articles
The real time news clustering system performs periodical hierarchical clustering on a set
of news articles harvested in a 4-hour time window. A cache is maintained for twice that
period in case the number of articles drops below a certain minimum, in which case the
system attempts to process at least that set minimum. This process is performed every 10
minutes.
Initially each news article is considered as a cluster. The clustering process is agglomerative and uses average group linkage to determine the distances between the clusters. For calculating these distances a simple cosine measure is used. The clustering process continues until the maximum cosine distance falls below a certain set threshold (a
function of the theoretical density of the feature vectors, where a higher density leads to
a higher threshold value).
The article feature vectors are simple word count vectors. The words used for the
construction of the word-document space are selected based on various criteria depending on the amount of information available in the time window under consideration. No
lemmatizing is performed and a simple bag-of-words approach is used instead.
The system maintains a constantly updated frequency table for all words found in all
articles processed for a particular language over time. The system employs a technique
similar to an infinite input response filter to calculate and maintain these frequencies,
which can shift over time. After a fixed run-length the number of samples used to calculate the average is set. This prevents loss of accuracy, numeric overflow and gives a more
realistic temporal view of the word frequencies. Additionally, a full information entropy
calculation is performed over the article set in the time window every clustering run [6].
The selection criteria for the words to be used for the construction of the worddocument space are as follows:
• only use words of more than 2 characters
• reject words that are in the 100 most frequently used words in the language
• reject words that have an information entropy higher than a certain languagedependent threshold (typically 0.75) in the document set under consideration
• consider only the first 200 words of each news article (length normalization)

• only select words that appear at least twice in at least 2 documents, unless this
results in a number of unique words less than a certain threshold (typically 1000)
in which case only use words that appear at least once in at least 2 documents
A cluster is only valid if it contains articles from at least 2 different sources and
these articles are not duplicates.
After the clustering procedure the new clusters are compared with those calculated
at t − ∆t . If there is any overlap between clusters, the articles appearing in cluster at
t − ∆t which do not appear in the current cluster, are linked to the current cluster. There
are 2 possible reasons for the missing articles: either the articles have simply dropped out
of the time window, or the cluster has broken up due to the changes in word-document
space. This merging process can lead to internal duplication of articles, i.e. the articles
are linked back into the original cluster, but also exist in a newly formed cluster. In order
to avoid this duplication, the current cluster set is scanned for internal overlap and any
overlapping clusters are merged.
In this way news stories consisting of large numbers of articles, far exceeding the
number present in any time-window, can be tracked incrementally over time, as long as
there is some reporting in the time-window.

3. Geo-Locating
Homographs pose a well-known problem in the process of geo-tagging news articles [7].
In particular, words referring to place names may: (a) occur as person names (e.g., Conrad Hilton are the names of towns in the USA, New Zealand and Canada); (b) occur as
common words (e.g., And is a village in Iran); or (c) have variants, i.e., well known cities
have language variants (e.g., Seul meaning alone/only in French is also the Capital of
South Korea in Portuguese and Italian), (d) refer to different locations (e.g., there are 33
places named Clinton). Additional complications are caused by language inflection and
capital cities referring to the reporting location.
Our latest approach is to conduct homograph disambiguation at two distinct levels,
firstly at the level of individual article and secondly, when the articles have been clustered. The article geo-tagging algorithm occurs as follows: First, the problem in (a) is
solved via removing from the text names of known people and organisations. Next, a
multi-lingual gazetteer of place, province, region and country names is used to geo-match
a list of candidate locations in the news articles.
In order to disambiguate homographs that are common words and place names (see
(b) and (d)), the traditional approach is to use language dependent stop word lists. We
use a different approach based on two characteristics maintained in our gazetteer. The
first characteristic classifies locations based on their perceived size, such that capital
cities and major cities have a higher class than small villages. The second characteristic
maintains the hierarchical relation of place in its administrative located hierarchy (i.e.,
town, in province, in region, in country). The disambiguation algorithm lets high class
locations pass through as well as locations that have a containment relation with other
candidate locations (e.g., Paris, Texas, USA). To resolve (c) we remove any geo-tags that
are incompatible with the language of the article.
In order to handle name inflection, names are maintained with their variants encoded
as a regular expression. Only matches, for which the language of the name and the article

are compatible, are maintained in the candidate location list. Next, a Newswire location
filtering is applied, where the word position of the candidate location is used to promote
locations occurring after an initial location since the Newswire location generally appears
earlier in the article.
At the level of the cluster all named entities and geo-tags in the articles of the cluster
are gathered together. This is necessary to remove named entities that have not been
matched in articles (a common reporting trait is to mention only well known names, e.g.,
Clinton, Hilary Rodham Clinton, Hilary Rodham and Hilary Clinton). Next, we gather
the highest score for each place by maximum value (we don’t sum same place values
since often news wires are repeated many times and this would affect the real location
that is cited in the article). Next, we cap the scores, here we look for tags that are either
countries or regions and check whether any of the places cited are physically inside.
When this is the case we increase the place score, i.e., some articles of the same cluster
will talk more generally of an event in China while others will be more specific and will
describe a location like Sechuan Province. Finally, the highest scoring place tag is chosen
as the geo-location of the cluster.
Compared to the previous version of the geo-location algorithm [8] we have carried
out a more thorough evaluation for English, French and Italian. The data set used were
the daily clusters over three selected days. The results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Precision and Recall of the Geo-Location algorithm
Language
English
French
Italian

Cluster Size
294
77
83

Correct Tags
270
76
74

Missed Tags
17
1
9

False Positive
7
4
1

Precision
97%
95%
99%

Recall
94%
98%
89%

4. Cascaded Event Extraction Grammars
In order to detect event information from news articles we deploy a cascade of finite-state
extraction grammars. Following this approach was mainly motivated by the fact that: (a)
finite-state grammars can be efficiently processed , and (b) using cascades of smaller
grammars facilitates the maintenance of underlying linguistic resources and extending
the system to new domains.
This section first introduces our in-house IE-oriented pattern matching engine. Subsequently, the structure of the current event extraction grammar for English is presented.
Finally, the automatic extraction pattern acquisition and issues concerning adapting event
extraction process to new languages are briefly addressed.
4.1. Pattern Matching Engine
In order to guarantee that massive amounts of textual data can be digested in real time, we
have developed E X PRESS (Extraction Pattern Engine and Specification Suite), a highly
efficient extraction pattern engine [11], which is capable of matching thousands of patterns against MB-sized texts within seconds. The specification language for creating extraction patterns in E X PRESS is a blend of two previously introduced IE-oriented gram-

mar formalisms, namely JAPE (Java Annotation Pattern Engine) used in the widelyknown GATE platform [9] and XTDL, a significantly more declarative and linguistically elegant formalism used in a lesser known SP RO UT platform [10].
An E X PRESS grammar consists of pattern-action rules. The left-hand side (LHS) of
a rule (the recognition part) is a regular expression over flat feature structures (FFS), i.e.,
non-recursive typed feature structures (TFS) without structure sharing, where features
are string-valued and unlike in XTDL types are not ordered in a hierarchy. The righthand side (RHS) of a rule (action part) constitutes a list of FFS, which will be returned
in case LHS pattern is matched.
On the LHS of a rule variables can be tailored to the string-valued attributes in order
to facilitate information transport into the RHS, etc. Further, like in XTDL, functional
operators (FO) are allowed on the RHSs for forming slot values and for establishing contact with the ‘outer world’. The predefined set of FOs can be extended through implementing an appropriate programming interface. FOs can also be deployed as booleanvalued predicates. The two aforementioned features make E X PRESS more amenable
than JAPE since writing ’native code’ on the RHS of rules (common practice in JAPE)
has been eliminated. Finally, we adapted the JAPE S feature of associating patterns with
multiple actions, i.e., producing multiple annotations (possibly nested) for a given text
fragment. It is important to note that grammars can be cascaded. The following pattern
for matching events, where one person is killed by another, illustrates the syntax.
killing-event :>
((person & [FULL-NAME: #name1]):killed
key-phrase & [METHOD: #method, FORM: "passive"]
(person & [FULL-NAME: #name2]):killer):event
->
killed: victim & [NAME: #name1],
killer: actor & [NAME: #name2],
event: violence & [TYPE: "killing",
METHOD: #method,
ACTOR: #name2,
VICTIM: #name1,
ACTOR_IN_EVENTS: numEvents(#name2)]

The pattern matches a sequence consisting of: a structure of type person representing a person or group of persons who is (are) the victim, followed by a key phrase
in passive form, which triggers a killing event, and another structure of type person
representing the actor. The symbol & links a name of the FFS’s type with a list of
constraints (in form of attribute-value pairs) which have to be fulfilled. The variables
#name1 and #name2 establish bindings to the names of both humans involved in the
event. Analogously, the variable #method establishes binding to the method of killing
delivered by the key-phrase structure. Further, there are three labels on the LHS
(killed, killer, and event) which specify the start/end position of the annotation
actions specified on the RHS. The first two actions (triggered by the labels killed and
killer) on the RHS produce FFS of type victim and actor resp., where the value
of the NAME slot is created via accessing the variables #name1 and #name2. Finally, the
third action produces an FFS of type violence. The value of the ACTOR_IN_EVENTS
attribute is computed via a call to a FO numEvents() which contacts external knowledge base to retrieve the number of events the current actor was involved in the past.

A comprehensive overview of the techniques for compiling and processing grammars and the entire E X PRESS engine as well as the results of some experiments on
E X PRESS run-time behaviour comparison with XTDL and JAPE is given in [11].
4.2. Event Extraction Grammars
There are two different approaches to building event extraction grammars: (i) the complexity of the language is represented at the level of lexical descriptions, where each
word in the lexicon is provided with a rich set of semantic and syntactic features ([12]
and [13]); (ii) the complexity of the language is represented through different, mostly
linear, patterns in the grammar, which rely on superficial or less sophisticated linguistic
features [14].
Providing rich lexical descriptions like verb sub-categorization frames in [12] or ontologies in [13] requires a linguistic expertize, on the other hand more shallow lexical
descriptions will result in more patterns to encode the necessary linguistic knowledge.
However, superficial patterns are closer to the text data. We believe that their creation is
more intuitive and easier for non-experts than building ontologies or sub-categorization
frames. Writing such patterns is easier for languages like English, where the word ordering obeys strict rules and the morphological variations are not an important issue. Therefore, we followed this approach when creating our English event extraction grammar.
This grammar in its current version consists of two subgrammars. The first-level subgrammar contains patterns for recognition of named-entities, e.g., person names (Osama
bin Laden), unnamed person groups (at least five civilians), and named person groups
(e.g., More than thousands of Iraqis). As an example consider the following rule for
detecting mentions of person groups.
person-group :> ((gazetteer & [GTYPE: "numeral",
SURFACE: #quant,
AMOUNT: #num])
(gazetteer & [GTYPE: "person-modifier"])?
(gazetteer & [GTYPE: "person-group-proper-noun",
SURFACE: #name1])
(gazetteer & [GTYPE: "person-group-proper-noun",
SURFACE: #name2])):name
-> name: person-group & [QUANTIFIER: #quant,
AMOUNT: #num,
TYPE: "UNNAMED",
NAME: #name,
RULE: "person-group"],
& #name = Concatenate(#name1,#name2).

This rule matches noun phrases (NP), which refer to people by mentioning their nationalities, religion or political group to which they belong, e.g. three young Chinese, one Iraqi Muslim, three young Maoists. The words and phrases which fall in
the category person-group-proper-noun, numeral and person-modifier
(e.g. young) are listed in a domain-specific lexicon (gazetteer). In this way the grammar rules are being kept language independent, i.e., rules can be applied to languages
other than English, provided that language-specific dictionaries back up the grammar. Through abstracting from surface forms in the rules themselves the size of the
grammars can be kept relatively low and any modifications boils down to extend-

ing the lexica, which makes the development for non-experts straightforward. Further, the first-level grammar does not rely on morphological information and uses
circa 40 fine-grained token types (e.g., word-with-hyphen, opening-bracket,
word-with-apostrophe, all-capital-letters), which are to a large extent
language independent. Consequently, the majority of the first-level grammar rules for
English can be used for processing texts in other languages. Clearly, some of these rules
might not be applicable for some languages due to the differences in syntactic structure,
but they are intuitively easily modifiable.
The second-level subgrammar consists of patterns for extracting partial information on events: actors, victims, type of event, etc. Since the event extraction system is
intended to process news articles which refer to security and crisis events, the secondlevel grammar models only domain-specific language constructions. Moreover, the event
extraction system processes news clusters which contain articles about the same topic
from many sources, which refer to the same event description with different linguistic
expressions. This redundancy mitigates the effect of phenomena like anaphora, ellipsis
and complex syntactic constructions. As mentioned earlier, the system is processing only
the first sentence and the title of each article, where the main facts are summarized in a
straightforward manner, usually without using coreference, sub-ordinated sentences and
structurally complex phrases. Therefore, the second-level grammar models solely simple
syntactic constructions via utilization of 1/2-slot extraction patterns like the ones given
below. The role assignments are given in brackets.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

PERSON-GROUP <DEAD> "were killed"
{PERSON | PERSON-GROUP} <DEAD> "may have perished"
PERSON-GROUP <DEAD> "dead"
"police nabbed" PERSON <ARRESTED>
PERSON-GROUP <DISPLACED> "fled their homes"
PERSON <DEAD> "was shot dead by" PERSON <PERPETRATOR>

These patterns are similar in spirit to the ones used in AutoSlog [15]. They are acquired
semi-automatically (see 4.3). The fact that in English the word ordering is more strict
and the morphology is simpler than in other languages contributes also to the coverage
and accuracy of the patterns, which encode non-sophisticated event-description phrases.
To sum up, event extraction system discards the text, which goes beyond the first
sentence for the following reasons: (a) handling more complex language phenomena is
hard and might require knowledge-intensive processing, (b) the most crucial information
we seek for is included in the title or first sentence, (c) if some crucial information has
not been captured from one article in the cluster we might extract it from other article in
the same cluster.
In order to keep the grammar concise and as much as possible language independent,
we represent in the grammar all surface-level linear patterns via pattern types, which indicate the position of the pattern with respect to the slot to be filled (left or right). To be
more precise, all patterns are stored in a domain-specific lexicon (applied prior to grammar application), where surface patterns are associated with their type, the event-specific
semantic role assigned to the entity which fills the slot (e.g., WOUNDED, KIDNAPPED,
DISPLACED, etc.) and the number of the phrase which may fill the slot (singular, plural,
or both). For instance, the surface pattern "shot to death" for recognizing dead
victims as a result of shooting, is encoded as follows.

shot to death [TYPE: right-context-sg-and-pl,
SURFACE: "shot to death",
SLOTTYPE: DEAD]

The value of the TYPE attribute indicates that the pattern is on the right-hand-side of its
slot (right-context), which can be filled by a phrase which refer to one or many
people (sg-and-pl). The event-specific semantic role, assigned to each NP filling the
slot is DEAD. Via such an encoding of event-triggering linear patterns, the extraction
patterns [1] and [3] from the list given above are merged into one (in a simplified form):
dead-person :> person-group
gazetteer & [TYPE: right-context-sg-and-pl SLOT: dead]
-> ...

Interestingly, we have found circa 3000 event-triggering surface patterns for English.
Clearly, the strict word ordering and relatively simple morphology allowed for easy generation of pattern variants.
4.3. Pattern Acquisition
For creating second-level grammar patterns described in previous section a weakly supervised machine learning (ML) algorithm has been deployed. It is similar in spirit to
the bootstrapping algorithms described in [16,17]. In particular, the pattern acquisition
process involves multiple consecutive iterations of ML followed by manual validation.
Learning patterns for each event-specific semantic role requires a separate cycle of learning iterations. The method uses clusters of news articles produced by EMM. Each cluster
includes articles from different sources about the same news story. Therefore, we assume
that each entity appears in the same semantic role in the context of one cluster (’one
sense per discourse’). The core steps of the pattern acquisition algorithm are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Annotate a small corpus with event-specific information
Learn automatically single-slot extraction patterns from annotated corpus
Manually validate/modify these patterns
If the size of the pattern set exceeds certain threshold, then terminate
Match the patterns against the full corpus or part of it
Assign semantic roles to entities which fill the slots
Annotate automatically all the occurrences of these entities in all articles in the
same cluster with the corresponding role this entity has been assigned in the
previous step and goto 2

An automatic procedure for syntactic expansion complements the learning, i.e., based
on a manually provided list of words which have identical (or nearly identical) syntactic
model of use (e.g. killed, assassinated, murdered, etc.) new patterns are generated from
the old ones by substituting for each other the words in the list. Subsequently, some of the
automatically acquired single-slot patterns were used to manually create 2-slot patterns
like X shot Y. The pattern acquisition process is described thoroughly in [18].
4.4. Multilinguality
The English event extraction grammar described in the previous section relies mainly on
a multilingual named-entity recognition grammar, language-specific dictionary of NE-

relevant trigger words, and a language-specific dictionary of surface-level event extraction patterns. In this way adapting the current event extraction grammar to new languages
does not require linguistic expertize.
We have extended the system to the processing of Italian and French in a bruteforce manner via providing the aforementioned language-specific resources. Although
the system’s precision was high as expected, an empirical coverage analysis for Italian
showed that that there are some drawbacks when surface-level patterns are applied. This
is mainly due to the free-word order and relative morphological richness of Romance
languages. Further, Italian appears to be more verbose with the respect to expressing
information about events, i.e., it is structurally more complex. Consequently, we designed
a slightly more linguistically sophisticated rules for Italian, which cover a rich variety
of morphological and syntactic constructions. The details of the process of adapting the
system to the processing of Italian are presented more thoroughly in [19].
Although we intend to develop linguistic resources for tackling the event extraction
task for Arabic (EMM has some 86 different news sources in this language) and apply
simmilar techniques as for English, our first approach is slightly different. First, statistical machine translation systems are used for translating the articles in the Arabic clusters into English. Next, these translations are passed into the English event extraction
system. In particular, we integrated two Arabic-to-English translation systems into the
live processing chain, namely Google Translate4 and LanguageWeaver5 . Currently we
are evaluating the results of this approach.

5. Information Fusion
Once the event extraction grammars has been applied locally at document level the single
pieces of information are merged into fully-fledged event descriptions. In particular, three
tasks are performed at this level: (a) semantic role disambiguation, (b) victim counting,
and (c) event type classification. They are described briefly.
Semantic Role Disambiguation: If one and the same entity has two roles assigned in the
same cluster, a preference is given to the role assigned by the most reliable group of patterns. The double-slot patterns are considered the most reliable. Regarding the one-slot
constructions, patterns for detection of killed, wounded, and kidnapped are considered as
more reliable than the ones for extraction of the actor (perpetrator) slot (the latter one
being more generic). The pattern reliability ranking is based on empirical observations.
Victim Counting: Another ambiguity arises from the contradictory information which
news sources give about the number of victims (e.g., killed) An ad-hoc algorithm for
computing the most probable estimation for these numbers is applied. It finds the largest
group of numbers which are close to each other and subsequently finds the number closest to their average. All articles, which report on number of victims which significantly
differs from the estimated cluster-level victim number are discarded. In order to perform
victim arithmetics at the document level a small taxonomy of person classes is used.
4 http://translate.google.com/translate_t?hl=en
5 http://www.languageweaver.com

Event Type Classification: The event type classification algorithm uses a blend of keyword matching and domain specific rules. First, all potential event types are assigned
ranks based on the occurrence of type-specific keywords in the articles in a given cluster
(a rank for a given type is set to zero if no keywords related to this type were found in the
articles in the given cluster). Next, a non-zero valued rank of a more specific event type6
is boosted in case the rank of the type which subsumes it is non zero. Finally, the type
with the highest rank is selected, unless some domain-specific event type classification
rule (they have higher precedence) can be applied. As an example, consider the following domain specific rule: if the event description includes named entities, which are assigned the semantic role kidnapped, as well as entities which are assigned the semantic
role released, then the type of the event is Hostage Release, rather than Kidnapping.

6. Live Event Tracking
Multilingual crisis-related event tracking poses a number of practical issues, mainly related to the correct geo-spatial visualization of the event together with it’s principal characteristics. Another concern is to minimize constraints on end users to rely on expensive
and proprietary desktop applications. We fulfill these issues by publishing the event data
using current internet standard formats, namely, KML and GeoRSS. In particular, the results of the event extraction are accessible in two ways: (a) via Google Earth application
which is passed event descriptions in KML format7 ; and (b) via a publicly accessible
web client8 that exploits the Google Maps technologies and connects to our KML server.
The event description interface provides elements in two languages. The title, description and the precise location of the event is presented in the native language of the
event, i.e., the language of the cluster being processed. In the English language we provide the event consequences and the relative geographical path to the place. The diagram
in Figure 2 shows the user interface for French, Arabic and Italian respectively.
To provide immediate clues on the cause and effect of the event we use three visual
indicators: the icon image of the event type that is geo-locted on the map; the size of
the icon depends on the size of the cluster; and the magnitude of the consequence of the
event is indicated by a colored circle around the event. A key to the symbols used in our
system is given in Figure 3.

7. Event Extraction Evaluation
An evaluation of the event extraction performance has been carried out on 368 Englishlanguage news clusters based on news articles downloaded on 24 January 2008. 29 violent events are described in these clusters and 27 out them were detected by our system
(93% coverage). In some cases several clusters referred to the same event. We consider
that an event is detected by the system, if at least one cluster referring to it was captured.
6 Types

are ordered in a event type hierarchy
English: start Google Earth with KML: http://press.jrc.it/geo?type=event&format=kml&language=en.
For other languages change the value of the language attribute accordingly.
8 http://press.jrc.it/geo?type=event&format=html&language=en
7 For

Figure 2. Event visualization in Google Earth: Diagram showing events detected in French, Arabic and Italian.
Note that the event meta data is expressed in English whilst the original, title and description are maintained.
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Figure 3. Key to event type icons and magnitude indicators

Unclassified

Our system detected 55 news clusters which refer to 37 violent and non-violent
events. 27 out of these 37 detected events are violent events (73% precision). In the
context of crisis monitoring, discovery of disasters causing victims may also be considered relevant. Our system detected 3 man made disasters; if we consider them relevant
together with the violent events, then the precision of the event extraction becomes 81%.
With the respect to victim counting, for the number of dead and injured an accuracy of
80% and 93% could be achieved respectively. The event type detection performs significantly worse, i.e., only in 57% of the cases the correct event type could be assigned.
One of the most frequent errors in event classification was in case of clusters referring to terrorist bombing, which were not classified as Terrorist Attack, but simply as
a Bombing. Another problem is that classification based on simple keyword matching
sometimes gives wrong results, e.g., an airplane crash was classified as Air Attack, since a
military plane was involved. Further, there are situations, in which two different incidents
are reported as a part of one event. For example, a terrorist attack might include bombing
and shooting. In such cases only one label is assigned to the whole event, although two
labels would be more appropriate.
We have repeated the evaluation of the event extraction on several days, which
yielded on an average similar accuracy figures to the ones reported above.

8. Summary
This paper presented a real-time and multilingual news event extraction system.9 Currently, it is capable of efficiently processing news in English, Italian, French and Arabic,
which provide descriptions of the latest crisis-related events around the world with a 10minute delay. The results of the evaluation on violent and natural disaster event extraction show satisfactory performance and application potential for real-time global crisis
monitoring. In order to guarantee ease in maintenance and extensibility to new languages
and domains a shallow text processing strategy has been chosen, which utilizes clustered
data at different strata. The results of the live event extraction are provided via a publicly
accessible web page and can be also accessed with the Google Earth application.
In order to improve the quality of the extracted event descriptions, several system
extensions are envisaged. Firstly, we are working towards fine grained classification of
natural and man made disasters. We also plan to improve the classification accuracy for
the violent events. Secondly, we aim at extending the system to new languages. This is
feasible, since our algorithms and grammars are mostly language independent. In particular, we currently focus on adapting the system to the processing of Russian, Spanish,
Polish, Portuguese and Arabic news. Being able to extract information about same event
in different languages and cross-linking them adds an additional navigation layer and an
opportunity for fact validation and improving the accuracy of the system. Therefore, we
plan to explore techniques for refining the results of event extraction, which are similar
in spirit to those presented in [20]. Furthermore, we envisage to study the usability of
event descriptions collected over time for the same purpose. Finally, a long-term goal is
9 The work presented in this paper was supported by the Europe Media Monitoring (EMM) Project carried
out by the Web Mining and Intelligence Action in the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission. We
are indebted to all our EMM colleagues without whom the presented work could not have been be possible.

to automatically discover structure of events and relations between them, i.e., discovering
sub-events or related events of the main one.
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